Snow Canyon High School Community Council
Washington County School District Principal’s Meeting and Council Training
Washington County School District office, St. George
October 15, 2013
*only notes pertaining to Council Training
Principal Warren Brooks, Brent Brindley, and Judy Leavitt were in attendance.
District Board Member Laura Hesson conducted Community Council training;
-The responsibilities of the Chair, Vice Chair, and Principal were outlined.
-Council information is to be posted on school website by November 15th.
-The Council is to compile list of eligible expenditures with focus on ‘Greatest
academic need’.
-We are to utilize handbook as a guideline, review information on the website
www.schoollandtrust.org, and view the online video.
• Community Council members were excused.
•
•

************************************************************************

Snow Canyon High School Community Council
Meeting Minutes
November 7, 2013, 12:00 p.m.
In attendance: Principal Warren Brooks, Brent Brindley-Chair, Vice Principal Paul Hurt, Heather
Kunde-Vice Chair, Deb Calegory, Andrea Schmutz, Angie Staheli, Terry Moore, Vice Principal Conli
Gali, Judy Leavitt-Secretary, and Bob Lancaster.
•
•

•

•

Heather Kunde called the meeting to order.
Department heads were given time to present core needs and priorities.
Bob Lancaster identified ‘wish list’ requests:
-Chrome books set for Chemistry. The school won a video contest and got some, but need more
on cart. They are simple, durable, Samsung computers, about $250 each, with ability to complete
assignments online. Shared by about twenty classrooms. We currently have 100 with educational
license, google access, and testing capability. Used for ‘end-of-levels’. The COW (cart) is $4000,
and serves sets of 30-35. The current IP system will support at least 1000. The feeder schools are
using them at this time.
-4 Microscopes are needed in the Biology department at a cost of approximately $400 each.
-A Balance is needed for the Physics class.
-‘Probe-ware’ (electronic labs) for Chemistry.
Discussion of items; Brent Brindley asked about range of products and pricing. Warren Brooks
said items must be of good quality, better with die cast, LED lighting, etc. Deb Calegory
suggested prioritizing based on required classes versus electives. Bob Lancaster commented that
more middle school students are coming in to the high school science classes. The numbers are up,
resulting in higher scoring. There are 8 sections of chemistry, 6-7 physics. The AP (Mr. Hunt)
Biology and Chemistry classes share labs, and class fees cover the expense of consumables;
number one priority is the Chrome books. Andrea Schmutz asked if it were possible to get
matching funds? Bob Lancaster-Vermeer... will shop it.
Council business-Paul Hurt asked council to confirm emails, he’d send checklist for review,
asked if all members had viewed online training DVD Trust Land guidelines? All confirmed ‘yes’.
Advised best way to get reports, etc. to parents offline would be using mailing list of those who do

•

•

•

•

•

•

not have internet access, to be in compliance. Last years funding request was $45-48 thousand. We
anticipate $48-50 thousand this year plus some carry over from last year. As to the Chrome books;
opinion should be for whole school, under ‘technology’ category. Earmarks would be limiting.
Science department received a big chunk two years ago.
Further discussion; Deb Calegory and Heather Kunde inquired about other departmental
funding: Mathematics-AP material, Mrs. Oberhansley’s English classes need classroom sets of
novels, She’d like to have at least 2 sets of each. More technology-Kindles in the library, ‘Utah
Writes’, and Tablets? Paul Hurt commented that Chrome Books are easier to use, more for the
money. Heather Kunde-allocate for whole school? Brent Brindley-more info for next meeting.
Purpose and priorities-Paul Hurt asked Bob Lancaster to prioritize rest of list. We should have
purpose clarified-enhance learning for ALL students. Professional development expense
$750/teacher. Andrea Schmutz-shared training? Warren Brooks-yes, within departments. Paul
Hurt-District allocates funds for some, 2-3. Warren Brooks-Better to send in groups of 5-6. Paul
Hurt-Shared information on the ‘Rebound Program’ at Dixie High; kids failing take extra lunch
time period to focus on three subjects-Language, Math, and Science, with non-compliance going
to lunch detention with 20 minutes to eat. The teachers involved are paid one hour at district rate,
the kids are tracked on Power School. They’ve gone from 8-4% failing-cut in half, improving
graduation rate. Should we try during last four weeks of quarter? Terry Moore-Do every week on
Monday afternoon with the succeeding kids out early? But inequity with core teachers, others not
required to do remediation. Andrea Schmutz and Paul Hurt-Focus is on the kids... Warren BrooksCould try RTI on Tuesdays as trial experiment. Paul Hurt to Warren Brooks-Discuss with
Superintendent. Cost for Rebound is $13,600 plus 200 x $10/hr for staffing. Our grad rate is
already higher (than theirs). Deb Calegory-What are current stats of failing students? Angie
Staheli-Do we already have something similar? Paul/Terry/ Warren-Risky, as teachers want to
avoid giving F’s. Andrea Schmutz-Would we have district support? –Yes. Andrea Schmutz-The
kids that are failing overall; have lack of outside support, are we throwing money at high risk
students? Paul Hurt-Charlotte Campbell is Dixie’s Principal, and Superintendent Bergeson, can
both answer any (Rebound) questions, email them. Andrea Schmutz-Are other area schools using
the program? Deb Calegory-What is value versus cost? Paul Hurt-Comments from Mr. Bergeson
have the stats. Andrea Schmutz-Would we be pulling from one to serve another? Alternatives?
Paul Hurt-We are competitive, best in technology. Warren Brooks-Positive RTI results to follow,
hope to be able to put more time into it, do it again soon.
Concerns-Heather Kunde-What are our biggest concerns? We need to tie our plan to testing
data. Warren Brooks-Positives are CRT’s, graduation rate, educational growth, constitutes school
grading (from the state). We got a ‘B’, nobody else in the state is higher. But we want to be better,
we can do more. Brent Brindley-The recent bond issue coverage in the media is negative on where
funding is going. The sports focus was misleading. Warren Brooks-There are three new
elementary schools to be built on the east side of the county, then a new intermediate, middle, and
high school. Heather Kunde-So it’s not just a ‘3A’ issue. Deb Calegory-How will it affect the
‘Cone School’ set up? Angie Staheli-The property is in Washington Fields area. The bond issue
attachment-new high school within four years.
Council business-Heather Kunde-Need a motion on new council positions. Brent BrindleyEntertain formal vote on positions: Heather Kunde-Chair, Judy Leavitt-Secretary, self-Brent
Brindley-Co-Chair. Paul Hurt-Motion? Heather, 2nd? Brent. Voting unanimous ‘Ayes’.
Summary of instruction reviewed with council. Minutes to be posted on school website through
Mr. Kreyling. Angie Staheli-Clarification on when funded purchases would be made? Paul HurtFiscal year begins 7-1-2014, so purchasing then.
Brent Brindley-Move to adjourn, seconded-Conli Gali, Heather Kunde-Adjourned.

MINUTES

Snow Canyon High School Community Council
January 15, 2014 -12:00 PM
Attending: Chair Heather Kunde, Vice Chair Brent Brindley, Andrea Schmutz, Deb Calegory,
Angie Staheli, Terry Moore, Principal Warren Brooks, Vice Principal Paul Hurt, Vice Principal
Conley Gali
I-

Welcome:
Ms. Kunde called the meeting to order at noon and welcomed those in
attendance. Since Ms. Leavitt was absent Ms. Calegory was asked to take
minutes of the meeting.

II-

Approval of minutes.
The minutes from the meeting held November 7, 2013, were not available for
review and approval so this item was tabled until the next meeting.

III-

Department Priorities
It was determined that this year there will be approximately $48,000-$52,000 in
School Trust Land funding to be used to meet critical academic needs of Snow
Canyon High School. The Council invited the department heads from the
Science, Math, English and the Technology departments to present to the Council
the priorities and needs of the departments.
Science. Mr. Lancaster met with the Council at a prior meeting to review the
Science departments list of needs and priorities. Mr. Lancaster provided an
updated and prioritized list of items for the Science department which was
circulated (a copy of which is attached to these Minutes). There has been a
change in curriculum for AP Chemistry which will require use of laptops,
sensors, and microscopes for labs so there was an increase in that department’s
request of those items. The total for all the items on the Science department
priority list is $16,700.

STG_512067.1

Math. Mr. Kunde was not available so Mr. Brooks reported on the needs of the
Math department. If there is enough funding it would be nice to purchase iPads
for the teachers to use. Using iPad technology helps to make the classroom more
interactive and provides a great tool for teaching. Mr. Brooks indicated it would
take about $5,000 for the basics to get this going for the Math department.
English. Mrs. Oberhansley was not available so Mr. Brooks reported on the
needs of the English department. The English department would like to
continue the Jamestown Reading Program that has an annual cost of $3,000. This
program has been used in years past and it significantly help students who
struggle to read. Additionally, Mr. Brooks would like to see more writing done
by the students. To help facilitate with the teaching and correcting of more
writing assignment the English department would like to invest in additional
licenses for Utah Writes that has an annual cost of $3,000. Utah Writes can be
used by other departments too.
Technology. Mr. Kreyling presented a list of technology items that would
enhance the academic experience. First, the school could use another set of
Chrome Books with a charging cart at an estimated cost of $13,500. Next, Mr.
Kreyling would like to see installation of an amplification system in all
classrooms that don’t have an amplification system (22 classrooms have the
system in place and approximately 33 don’t have the system). The amplification
system significantly helps the students hear what a teacher is saying in cases
such as if there are large classes, a lot of ambient noise, if the teacher is facing
away from the students, etc. The estimated cost for a single system is $675. It
was mentioned that we may start with five classrooms and try to do at least that
many each year until all rooms have this technology. (5x$675=$3,375).
Information on the “Lightspeed” audio technology system Mr. Kreying suggests
is attached to these Minutes. Finally, Mr. Kreyling would like to see funds used
to fix and complete the wiring in the computer lab. Right now there are switches
and wiring that is accessible by the students. The wiring needs to run through
the walls and new switches are needed. Estimated cost for this is $2,500.
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Using the estimates we have the Council is being asked to fund:
Science

IV-

$16,700.00

Math

$5,000.00

English

$6,000.00

Technology

$19,375.00

TOTAL

$47,075.00

Council Concerns/Discussion
We need to firm up the actual numbers/costs involved in the various requests
and be ready to make final decisions at our next meeting.
We also need a contingency plan for spending any excess funds. Say the hard
costs come in less than the estimates we have, then we will have more funds
available and we need to decide now what they will be used for (i.e. purchase an
additional amplification system or two).

V-

Next meeting: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 at Snow Canyon High School

VI-

Adjourned at 12:50 pm
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Community Council

Science Department
Thanks so much for considering our requests. Items are priority listed
from top to bottom.

Physics
2 Electronic Balances 8100 g

$2100

Chemistry
8 Laptop computers for the chemistry lab

$3200

to do probe labs

8 Spectrovision Sensors

$3700

8 Lab Quest Interface Labs & sensors

$4500

Biology
8 Microscopes

$3200

s
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White Paper by Bruce Bebb, Marketing
Communications Director, Lightspeed Technologies

Classroom Audio Technology has been used effectively
to enhance listening and learning environments for
more than 20 years. The primary goal of CAT is to

provide a high level of speech intelligibility and to
evenly distribute sound throughout the classroom.
Research, validated by the U.S. Department of
Education, is clear, consistent and conclusive...all

students benefit from classroom audio technology.

LIGHTSPEED-TEK.COM

I TOLL FREE: 1.800.732.8999

"Hearing is the primary
channel for learning. The
more children hear, the

better they learn."
—Dr. Mark Ross,

University of Connecticut

Introduction
Recent studies have verified that hundreds of thousands of children are

academically at risk due to a high incidence of poor classroom acoustics,
high ambient noise levels in the classrooms, and mild hearing loss among
pre-adolescents (K-6) due to common ear infections. These studies show
conclusively that conditions in the majority of current kindergarten through
6th grade classrooms make it difficult for a significant portion of students
to hear adequately. These same studies show that many of the children
that are not hearing adequately become academically deficient in at least
one subject by the 6th grade. The results from the largest study conducted,
Mainstream Amplification Resource Room Study or the MARRS Project
(1979-1993), have been validated by the U.S. Department of Education.
All the recent studies validate classroom audio as a proven tool that can
overcome adverse classroom conditions, providing students with enhanced
speech recognition and, therefore, much improved opportunity to learn.
Sound-field classroom audio is now recognized as one of the most powerful
and cost-effective tools for student improvement.

What Is a Classroom Audio System & How Does It Work?
Infrared classroom audio systems may be installed or portable. They contain
similar system components and operate in much the same manner. The
teacher wears a lightweight wireless microphone that transmits the signal
via infrared light to a receiver/amplifier unit. The voice is then amplified
through loudspeakers and distributed evenly throughout the classroom. The
amplified teacher's voice overcomes background noise, poor room acoustics
and mild hearing loss to make it easier for students to concentrate on what

the teacher is saying.(1>
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"Sound systems help level
the playing field, allowing

every child the opportunity
to clearly hear the spoken
instruction"

—Dr. Carol Flexer,

Audiologist,
University of Akron

The Goal of Classroom Audio Technology
Young children spend 75% of their school day involved in listening
activities. Their primary channel for learning is hearing.'2' The better children

can hear, the more they can learn.(3) For maximum learning to occur the
teacher's voice must be highly intelligible to every child. Younger children's
lack of experience and knowledge with speech and language makes them
very dependent on the soft, subtle consonant sounds that make up the key
elements of word recognition.
The goal of Classroom Audio Technology is to enable every child in a
classroom to clearly hear all the speech components of the teacher's voice no
matter where a child is seated relative to the teacher's position in the room.

The following benefits of Classroom Audio Technology is a synopsis of
related researchprojects. Detailed summaries are available upon request.

High Ambient Noise Levels Are Easily Overcome
Infrared classroom

audio has emerged as

the perfect technology
for delivering clear
instruction to all

students, mitigating

poor acoustics and high

The mix of various noises that make up the ambient noise in a classroom
are composed of external noises like street traffic, construction, playground

noises; general facilities noises like heating and air conditioning, hallway
noises; and classroom noises like computers, printers, furniture movement,
children talking, etc. Quantitative sound level measurements have revealed
that occupied kindergarten classrooms can range from 65 to 75 decibels
(dB), occupied elementary classrooms can range from 55 to 65 decibels, and
occupied high school classrooms can range from 60 to 70 decibels. Since a
teacher's voice level drops by 75%for a child 12 feet from the teacher, these
levels of ambient noise significantly impair the listening ability of a child
seated 12 feet or more from the teacher's position in the room. At these
kinds of noise levels critical components of speech are masked and it is not
uncommon to have less than 50% word recognition for a K-3 child seated 12
feet or more from the teacher.

ambient noise levels.
Classroom Audio overcomes ambient noise levels and distributes the

teacher's voice at the same amplified level throughout the classroom. Every
child hears the teacher at the same level no matter where the child is seated.

30% of K-6 Children Hear Their Teacher Significantly Better
The U.S. Department of Education has validated in an extensive series of
studies (conducted from 1971 to the present) that approximately 30% of any
K-6 population will have ear infections and middle ear fluid throughout the
school year. These common middle ear conditions produce a mild hearing
loss (MHL) of 10 to 20 decibels. Without intervention, 70% of these MHL
children will become academically deficient in at least one or more subjects

by the 6th grade.W
The U.S. Department of Education has validated that classroom audio in
the classroom can overcome the hearing loss of MHL children and with
classroom audio these children are enabled to academically perform as well
as children with normal hearing.

THE BENEFITS OF CLASSROOM AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
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Attention & On-Task Time Improve
One of the most common difficulties for children in listening is distraction.
A student sees a movement in his peripheral vision, a child at the back of
the classroom may hear a chair move next to her as loud as the teacher's
voice. The result in either case may be the loss of a word or a concept. A
child's sensitivity to distractions can vary day-to-day and even hour-to-hour.
In addition, the average classroom today will have several children with some
type of learning difficulty; one of the most significant is Attention-Deficit
Disorder (ADD).

Classroom Audio

It is now known that classroom audio can in many cases reduce a child's
sensitivity to distractions. When a teacher's voice is amplified 5 to 15
decibels above ambient noise, improving articulation and enhancing speech
intelligibility, the amplified instruction can better capture a child's attention
and tends to suppress their sensitivity to the normal sounds and movements
within the classroom. Teachers using classroom audio report less repeating of
instructions is necessary and fewer reminders are needed.'5'

Technology has been

Class Interaction & Participation Increases

of voice and even

Children who cannot hear and understand clearly what they are being asked
and told, often lack the confidence to participate in classroom discussion.
The MARRS studies show clearly that a significant number of K-6 children
cannot hear adequately due to poor classroom acoustics, high ambient noise
levels, and high incidence of mild hearing loss. When a child cannot hear
instructions well, the uncertainty of what is happening can cause reluctance
to being involved.

sound distribution

Teachers employing classroom audio in the classroom note an improvement
instudent motivation and participation due to more consistent understanding
of what isexpected. They also report a marked improvement in responses to
questions and requests. In classrooms where students used the microphone
to amplify their voices, teachers report increased enthusiasm and desire to
read and give oral reports.'6'
Classroom Stress is Lowered & Fewer Behavior Problems
Educational psychologists have known for some time that as a teacher raises
his/her voice level, the tension and anxiety among children in the class is
heightened. The prime example is when a teacher needs to raise their voice
in a forceful manner to get the attention of a child misbehaving in the back
of a classroom. All the children feel the stress of such a verbal encounter.

It is also well known that a loud, forceful command for some children can

have the opposite response to the desired behavior. In general, children are
known to respond best to a natural, conversational voice level.
Classroom Audio allows a teacher to speak in a natural conversational voice

level and still be heard clearly. Teachers report a significant reduction in
stress within the classroom, fewer behavior problems, better response to
verbal correction when necessary and overall easier management/control of
classrooms.^'
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defined as..."A speech
intelligibility system
that provides clarity

throughout the learning
environment."

—Lightspeed Technologies
web site.

Teacher Absenteeism Due to Voice Fatigue & Throat
Illness Is Almost Eliminated

Voice fatigue and throat infections account for 11% to 16% of teacher
absenteeism. Even in a classroom with relatively low ambient noise a teacher

must project his or her voice to overcome the normal physics of sound
travel through air. The inverse square law of physics defines that for every
doubling of the distance from a teacher, their voice level drops by 75%.
This means a student seated at 12 feet from the teacher hears the teacher's

voice at less than one-eighth of the level of a child seated three feet away
from the teacher. In order to overcome this loss of voice level over distance,

many teachers have to project their voices well above a natural and healthy
level for their vocal cords. This results in higher than average throat/voice
problems for teachers.
With the use of classroom audio a teacher is able to speak in a conversational
voice, all students hear them easily, and most, if not all, voice strain is
eliminated. The outcome is that schools using classroom audio report

significantly lower teacher absenteeism (8% to 13% lower) due to voice and
throat problems.®
"In classrooms where
students used the

microphone to amplify
their voices, teachers

report increased

Academic Test Scores Improve
The MARRS study clearly proved that classroom acoustics, ambient noise and
mild hearing loss have a significant affect on the academic performance for
25% to 30% of K-6 populations. What has been overlooked until recently has
been the impact of classroom acoustics and ambient noise on children with
normal hearing.

Sound-field studies show that amplifying a teacher's voice results in exceptional
improvement in reading and language test scores for all students at all

reports."

elementary levels. It has reduced special education referral rates by up to
40% over five years. Some studies have a shown a 7% to 10% improvement in
academic test scores for normal hearing children. The statistically significant
gains that have been made employing classroom audio have usually been
evident in less than one full school year, and have been maintained in

—Allen and Patton(6)

research study periods for up to three years.'9'

enthusiasm and desire

to read and give oral
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Children for Whom English Is A Second Language Can Experience
Over 30% Improvement In Word/Sentence Recognition
A 1994 study shows that noise in the classroom has a substantial negative
impact on English Language Learners students when compared with native
language students. At 18 feet from the teacher the ELL student scores 25%
lower than native language children.
A recent study shows that ELL students can score as much as 30% higher on
word/sentence recognition tests when classroom audio is in use.(10)

Children With Other Learning Disorders Can Benefit
Several studies show that children with articulation disorders (5%-10% of

all school age children), language disorders, auditory processing disorders,
learning disorders, and unilateral sensorineural hearing loss all experience
more severe speech recognition difficulties as the voice to noise level
decreases (greater distances from teacher).'11)
Although there is not as much empirical data to support improvement due to
sound-field classroom audio, improved voice to noise ratios have proven to
help many of these children.

Teacher Survey Shows Classroom Audio Systems Perceived

More Useful Than Most Popular Audio/Visual Equipment

A survey of ninety school teachers ranked the importance of the most
popular equipment used in class instruction. The equipment list included:
cassette tape player/recorder, overhead projector, television, classroom
audio system, camcorder, TVA/CR combo, and CD-ROM.
Those teachers who had used classroom audio gave it twice the #1 votes
over the next most useful equipment.'12'

"For the first time in my
career, I have energy at
the end of the day"
—Ms. Miyahira
2nd grade teacher,
Tigard, OR
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Lightspeed Advantages
• High Value and Low Cost of Ownership
• Easy-to-use Products Designed for Teachers
• Latest Technology Innovations
• Focus on Easy Classroom Integration
• Highly Responsive Service and Support
• A Passionate Commitment to Education

S>liqhtspeed"

<£

Established in 1990, Lightspeed Technologies is the trusted
provider in classroom audio technology. Our passion is to improve

the listening and learning environment for every child. We believe
strengthening the connection between teachers and students is at

the heart of learning.

LIGHTSPEED TECHNOLOGIES

11509 SW HERMAN ROAD / TUALATIN, OREGON 97062
TOLL FREE: 800.732.8999 / PHONE: 503.684.5538 / FAX: 503.684.3197
LIGHTSPEED-TEK.COM

Snow Canyon High School Community Council
Meeting Minutes
March 5, 2014, 12:00 p.m.
In attendance; Principal Warren Brooks, Vice Principal Paul Hurt, Heather Kunde-Chair, Vice Principal
Conley Gali, Brent Brindley-Vice Chair, Judy Leavitt-Secretary, Deb Calegory, Andrea Schmutz, Angie
Staheli, Terry Moore, Jamie Kreyling, Casie Williams
Heather Kunde conducting, called the meeting to order.
Judy Leavitt-Roll call; all board members present.
Judy Leavitt-Approval of minutes of the November 7, 2013, and January 15, 2014 meetings; Paul
Hurt motioned to approve, Deb Calegory seconded.
Discussion of who would be available to serve on the 2014-2014 council. Judy Leavitt’s and Brent
Brindley’s terms are up. Review procedure for election.
Reviewed department final requests;
Science-change on calculators, better pricing.
Technology-Jamie Kreyling, any extra for sound systems.
Math-I-Pad Airs, ten at $500, discussion on Chrome Book pricing.
English-Same as last year; Jamestown Reading, and Utah Writes.
Paul Hurt-goals;
1-Improve our low level readers. We will utilize the Jamestown program again.
2-Financial literacy. Dave Ramsey program. It’s not included with this funding, but is
covered through other means.
3-Provide appropriate technology for students
Should AP scores be used as a baseline? ...discussion.
Paul Hurt-pricing on chrome books is $30 more, approval on increase? Deb Calegory-motion,
then-wait until all figures are firm.
Heather Kunde to Jamie Kreyling-solid totals on technology?
If $50,000 is to be allocated, the District says use it all now without carryover, if possible.
Final proposed breakdown on funding:
Science
16,732.00
Math
3789.00
English
6000.00
Technology
20,160.00
subtotal 46,681.00
(Excess) Audio 3375.00 (5@675.00)
Total $50,056.00
Deb Calegory made motion to approve funding allocation, Brent Brindley seconded, all in favor.
Paul Hurt-advised board members to be aware of pending legislation, most pertaining to
paperwork, etc.
Consideration of board for next year, officers? Deb Calegory tentative. Will have to vote in fall
with new board. Current board members declared availability to serve. Brent Brindley expressed
appreciation with his experience, and grateful for opportunity to work with the other members.
The committee will request department reports on benefits after products/programs put into use.
Brent Brindley moved to adjourn, seconded.
Meeting adjourned at 12:40 p.m.

